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About This Game

The Sun has taken your face.
It's a bothersome situation, but you have a plan:

Become a wandering merchant.
Get rich.

Barter with the Sun and buy your face back.
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Selling Sunlight is a narrative merchant RPG with hand-drawn graphics, no battles, and entirely too many bees.
(You can pet the bees. They are fluffy.)

Wander a fantastic world stuck in an eternal sunset. Befriend other merchants, travel together, and trade goods and information.
Acquire riches. Collect weird wonders. Be afraid of mirrors. Smuggle light bulbs. Romance a star.

Sell sunlight.

Play as a masked, mysterious main character of uncertain race and gender. Their past and their future are yours to
define.

 Explore a beautiful, hand-painted word. Befriend giant bees in the Golden Beehive; visit Green Hamlet, where trees
have leaves made of glass; or visit the library-acquariums of the Teal Atheneum, where fishes are also books.

Change your attitude during dialogues to forge different kind of relationship. When you wear a mask, nobody
knows your true feelings. Will you be a scary friend, or a cheerful one? A business-focused merchant or a generous one?
The way others perceive you will change the story.

 Befriend merchants, nomads, musicians, scholars, missionaries and many other travelers, each one with their
own agenda. Swap gifts and tall tales, keep in touch with letters, and journey together to avoid loneliness.

 Haggle with other merchants to maximize your profits. A good trade is not only a matter of money: offer favours
and information for a discount, or brazenly try to seduce other merchants.

 Listen to an original soundtrack by Devin Vibert, the composer of Glitchhikers.

 Bees.
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